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Abstract
Nowadays, a vast amount of clinical data scattered across different sites on the Internet hinders users from finding helpful information for their well-being improvement. Besides, the
overload of medical information (e.g., on drugs, medical tests, and treatment suggestions)
have brought many difficulties to medical professionals in making patient-oriented decisions. These issues raise the need to apply recommender systems in the healthcare domain
to help both, end-users and medical professionals, make more efficient and accurate healthrelated decisions. In this article, we provide a systematic overview of existing research
on healthcare recommender systems. Different from existing related overview papers, our
article provides insights into recommendation scenarios and recommendation approaches.
Examples thereof are food recommendation, drug recommendation, health status prediction, healthcare service recommendation, and healthcare professional recommendation.
Additionally, we develop working examples to give a deep understanding of recommendation algorithms. Finally, we discuss challenges concerning the development of healthcare
recommender systems in the future.
Keywords Health recommender systems · Food recommendation · Drug
recommendation · Health status prediction · Healthcare service recommendation ·
Healthcare professionals recommendation

1 Introduction
In the past decades, a considerable amount of clinical data representing patients’ health
status (e.g., medical reports, laboratory results, and disease treatment plans) have been
collected. This has remarkably increased digital information available for patient-oriented
decision making. Such digital information is often scattered across different sites, which
hinders users from finding useful information for their well-being improvement. Besides,
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more drugs, tests, and treatment recommendations are available for medical staff daily,
which triggers difficulties in deciding appropriate remedies for patients (Stark et al. 2019;
Wiesner and Pfeifer 2014). In this context, recommender systems for medical use should
be implemented to bridge these gaps and support both, patients and medical professionals,
to make better healthcare-related decisions. Recommender systems have been integrated
into online retailers, streaming services, and social networks to facilitate users’ item selection process (Felfernig and Gula 2006; Tran et al. 2018). Recently, these systems have been
widely applied to the healthcare domain (so-called Health Recommender Systems - HRS) to
better support medical suggestions. Different from the precursors in the same domain (e.g.,
medical expert systems), HRS offer a better personalization that increases the details of
provided recommendations and improves users’ understanding of their medical condition.
These systems also provide patients with a better experience, improve their health condition, and motivate them to follow a healthier lifestyle. Moreover, they also assist healthcare
professionals with disease predictions/treatments (Holzinger et al. 2016; Pincay et al. 2019;
Sahoo et al. 2019; Schäfer et al. 2017; Wiesner and Pfeifer 2014). HRS should analyze
patients’ health status and recommend personalized diets, exercise routines, medications,
disease diagnoses, or other healthcare services. HRS’s great concern is to send the necessary
information to patients at the right time while ensuring the accuracy, trustworthiness, and
privacy of patient information (Sahoo et al. 2019). Moreover, these systems are expected to
minimize the cost of the healthcare-related decision making process (in terms of time and
effort) (Valdez et al. 2016).
Although several studies have been carried out on HRS, they target a specific disease or
recommendation context. This raises a need for a comprehensive overview that provides a
“full landscape” of recommendation scenarios supported by HRS (Pincay et al. 2019). In
the current literature, only a few endeavors summarize current approaches to designing and
implementing HRS. For instance, Sezgin and Özkan (Sezgin and Özkan 2013) and Wiesner and Pfeifer (Wiesner and Pfeifer 2014) discussed some recommendation scenarios (e.g.,
drug recommendations, medical information suggestions, and disease predictions) and various methods to evaluate the effectiveness of HRS. Calero Valdez et al. (Valdez et al. 2016)
provided a literature review, in which a framework to develop HRS was proposed. Stark
et al. (Stark et al. 2019) analyzed 13 existing studies and categorized them according to
criteria, such as disease, data storage, interface, data collection, data preparation, and recommendation techniques. Finally, Pincay et al. (Pincay et al. 2019) presented an overview of
the methods and techniques used to design and implement HRS. Compared to the mentioned
related work, our article presents a broader picture of recommendation scenarios supported
by HRS with a different set of considered studies. The discussed scenarios focus on two
types of users: end-users (healthy users and patients) and healthcare professionals (e.g.,
doctors, nurses, clinicians, or physicians). For end-users, HRS provide nutritional information, medications, treatment plans, diagnoses/disease predictions, physical activities or
other healthcare services (e.g., finding good doctors or proper medical services for patients)
(Wiesner and Pfeifer 2014). For healthcare professionals, HRS use medical resources to
assist them in creating more precise suggestions for patients. For each recommendation
scenario, we summarize recommendation algorithms and develop corresponding working
examples. Besides analyzing existing studies, we discuss research challenges as well as
potential directions for future HRS. The remainder of the article is structured as follows.
In Section 2, we present the used methodology for our literature analysis. In Section 3,
we discuss basic approaches that are frequently used in recommender systems and necessary adaptations to apply these in the healthcare domain. In Section 4, we present
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recommendation scenarios supported by HRS and used recommendation techniques. In
Section 5, we summarize evaluation methods employed in the mentioned approaches.
Finally, we discuss open issues for future work in Section 6 and conclude the article in
Section 7.

2 Research methodology
This study was performed based on a bibliographic review method, which provides a
systematical analysis of domain-specific knowledge. We first collected a set of studies concerning HRS using the following keywords: “health recommender systems”, “medicine
recommender systems”, “recommender systems in the wellness domain”, and “e-Health
systems”. To have a deeper look at recommendation scenarios in the healthcare domain,
we searched for references using additional keywords: “food recommendation”, “nutrition recommendation”, “drug recommendation”, “heath status prediction”, “healthcare
service recommendation”, “physical activity recommendation”, and “doctor recommendation”. Besides, to ensure the quality of the references, we selected the papers using some
criteria proposed by Stark et al. (Stark et al. 2019): (i) published from 2000 onward; (ii)
well referenced with more than 15 sources, (iii) providing logical and reasonable findings
of the domain, and (iv) presenting a detailed discussion on recommendation techniques. We
searched for references in well-known digital libraries, such as Google Scholars1 , Springer2 ,
ACM3 , ResearchGate4 , Science Direct5 , and PubMed6 . In this context, we checked the title,
keywords, abstract, conclusion, tables, and figures of the collected papers. Finally, we filtered out 98 papers that meet the mentioned criteria and have a strong relationship with our
work. From these, we selected and analyzed 37 studies, which provide detailed discussions
on recommendation approaches in the healthcare domain. These studies are summarized
in Section 4: eight papers related to food recommendation, 18 papers on drug recommendation, three papers related to health status prediction, four papers on physical activity
recommendation, and four papers on healthcare professional recommendation. Additionally, we analyzed 32 papers to find out open issues for HRS and potential directions for
future work. The remaining papers are cited in other sections of this article. Most papers
cited in our work were published in prestigious conferences, such as ACM Conference on
Recommender Systems, ACM Conference on User Modelling, Adaptation and Personalization, IEEE International Conference on e-Health Networking, and International Conference
on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering. For journal articles, we selected the
ones published in journals on computer science (e.g., Journal of Computer Applications,
Journal of Expert System Applications, Journal of Computing Sciences in Colleges, Journal
of Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, and Journal of Engineering and Technology) and
on medicine (e.g., Journal of Science Translational Medicine, International Journal of Basic
Science in Medicine, and Journal of Biomedical Semantics, and Journal of Biomedical
Informatics).

1 https://scholar.google.at/
2 https://link.springer.com/
3 https://dl.acm.org/
4 https://www.researchgate.net/
5 https://www.sciencedirect.com/
6 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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3 Basic techniques in recommender systems
Collaborative filtering (Aberg 2006; Bankhele et al. 2017; Berkovsky and Freyne 2010;
Davis et al. 2009; Dharia et al. 2016; Han et al. 2018; Narducci et al. 2015; Nasiri et al.
2016; Stark et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2016), content-based (Aberg 2006; Dharia et al. 2016;
Han et al. 2018), knowledge-based (Ali et al. 2018; Doulaverakis et al. 2012; Mahmoud
and Elbeh 2016), and hybrid approaches (Aberg 2006; Dharia et al. 2016; Han et al. 2018)
are the basic recommendation techniques that can be used in HRS. Besides, other algorithms are also applied to generate recommendations in the healthcare domain, such as ant
colony algorithm (Rehman et al. 2017), classification (Hussein et al. 2012; Shimada et al.
2005), clustering (Rokicki et al. 2015), decision tree (Bresso et al. 2013), logistic regression (Huang et al. 2011), natural language processing (Gujar et al. 2018), inductive logic
programming (Bresso et al. 2013), ontologies (Chen et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012; Donciu
et al. 2011; Doulaverakis et al. 2012; Faiz et al. 2014; Mahmoud and Elbeh 2016), sparse
canonical correlation (Yamanishi et al. 2012), support vector machines (Huang et al. 2011),
semantic technologies (Donciu et al. 2011; Faiz et al. 2014; Medvedeva et al. 2007), multicriteria decision making (Chen et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012), graph-based recommendations
(Stark et al. 2017), context-aware recommendation (Ali et al. 2018), and matrix factorization
(Zhang et al. 2015). In this section, we present basic recommendation techniques applied in
the healthcare domain. Other techniques will be discussed in Section 4.

3.1 Aspects of recommender systems
There are three main aspects that need to be considered in recommender systems: usage
context, users, and items (Sánchez-Bocanegra et al. 2015). Usage context describes the environment where all elements (e.g., items, users, and their relationship) interact with each
other. Users are the end-users of recommender systems, and items are the elements that
users are looking for. In the healthcare domain, additional aspects concerning the mentioned
elements should be considered to generate more precise recommendations.

Usage context The usage context in HRS consists of contextual factors and multi-factorial
goal settings that can influence on how items are recommended or presented. Contextual
factors indicate dynamic attributes which might affect a specific activity (e.g., time to take
medicine - the optimal time to take fat-soluble vitamins is with dinner) and dynamic factors
from users (such as emotional states). The inclusion of such contextual information in the
sequence of recent contexts of a user can help to better understand contexts that led to the
user’s current behavior and preferences. For multi-factorial goal settings, different domainspecific criteria should be considered when evaluating an item. In e-commerce domains,
people might naively think that the “most preferred items” are more likely to be recommended to users. However, this idea needs to be reconsidered in the healthcare domain since
items that are the best for this user might not be good for others (Valdez et al. 2016). For
instance, although diuretics and blood pressure-lowering medicines are good for patients
suffering from hypertension, these drugs can be dangerous for diabetes or gout patients.
Besides, even patients have the same diseases, remedies for this patient could not always be
suggested to others since they might have different health conditions.
Users HRS are able to support two types of users: end-users and healthcare professionals.
End-users could be healthy users or patients. For each end-user, the system has to save a
user profile describing his/her health condition. For instance, the profile of a cardiovascular
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patient includes the following information: name, birthday, weight, height, cardiovascular
type, and blood pressure measurement. This information helps HRS identify appropriate
medications for the user. Healthcare professionals can be doctors, nurses, physicians, clinicians, or pharmacists. Besides, medical researchers and policy makers can also benefit from
HRS (Valdez et al. 2016).

Items HRS can offer recommendations concerning different categories, such as diets to
optimize nutrition, physical activities/sports that match the user’s requirements and needs,
recommended diagnoses of patients to doctors or nurses, treatments/medications for a specific disease, and medical information/sources that motivate(s) users to follow a healthy
lifestyle and improve their well-being (Valdez et al. 2016).
3.2 Basic recommendation techniques
The information of the mentioned elements can be the input of algorithms that generate
personalized recommendations to patients.

Collaborative Filtering (CF) CF recommends items to a user based on the following idea:
“If users shared the same interests in the past, then they would have similar tastes” (Jannach
2011). In the context of HRS, this approach can be interpreted as follows: “If patients share
similar disease profiles/health conditions, then they would have similar treatments/healthcare services”.
Content-based Filtering (CB) This approach looks for items similar to those that the user
liked in the past and match the user profile (Lops et al. 2011; Ricci et al. 2010; SánchezBocanegra et al. 2015). In HRS, this approach suggests healthcare services that fit the patient’s
health condition/disease situation and are similar to those assigned to him/her in the past.
Knowledge-based Recommendation (KB) This approach is applied to domains where the
quantity of available item ratings is quite limited (e.g., cars, apartments, and financial services) or when the user wants to define his/her requirements for items explicitly (e.g., “the
food should not contain cheese since I am allergic to milk products”). This approach creates
recommendations based on knowledge about the items, explicit user preferences, and a set
of constraints describing the dependencies between users’ preferences and items’ properties
(Felfernig and Burke 2008).
Hybrid Recommendation (HyR) The idea of this approach is to combine the aforementioned recommendation techniques to make use of the advantages of one approach and fix
the disadvantages of another approach (Ricci et al. 2010). For instance, CF usually faces a
cold-start problem triggered when a new item is added to the system and has no user ratings, whereas CB can tackle this issue since the prediction for new items is generally based
on available descriptions of these items.

4 Recommendation scenarios in the healthcare domain
HRS offer users various types of recommendations that help to improve their well-being.
These systems also assist healthcare professionals in making more precise patient-oriented
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decisions. In the following subsections, we provide a detailed discussion on recommendation scenarios and corresponding recommendation approaches (see also Table 1).

4.1 Food recommendation
Due to the extensive growth of food variety and busy lifestyles, people have been facing
the issue of making healthy food decisions to reduce the risk of chronic diseases (Ge et al.
2015; Robertson et al. 2004). In this context, food recommender systems can motivate users
to change their eating behaviors or suggest healthier food choices (Tran et al. 2018; Trattner and Elsweiler 2017; Yang et al. 2017). In the following, we summarize scenarios where
food recommender systems support users in optimizing their nutrition intake. Studies on
food recommendation were presented in our earlier survey (Tran et al. 2018). However, different from (Tran et al. 2018) where these studies were grouped based on recommendation
techniques, in this article, they are grouped according to dietary needs. Besides, we include
additional studies on “food-substitutes suggestions” to increase the coverage of the article.
For the studies already presented in our earlier survey, we shortly mention the general idea
of recommendation algorithms, and for further details, we refer to (Tran et al. 2018).

Recommend proper diets Many people are suffering from health problems concerning
inappropriate eating habits. Thus, one of the main functions of food recommender systems
is to understand the eating behavior and recommend proper diets to users. There exist in the
current literature some systems that fulfill this function. For instance, Aberg et al. (Aberg
2006) developed a menu-planning tool to deal with the malnutrition of the elderly. Rehman
et al. (Rehman et al. 2017) highlighted the appropriateness of selected diets by proposing a cloud-based food recommender system so-called DIET-RIGHT. This system uses an
ant colony algorithm to generate an optimal food list and to suggest proper food for users
according to their pathological reports.
Prevent/Cure Food-based Illness Lacking the nutritional understanding of users leads to
poor selections of ingredients and causes food-related diseases. To prevent these issues,
food recommender systems have been developed to provide nutrition recommendations that
consider both the preferences and health conditions of patients. For instance, Rokicki et al.
(Rokicki et al. 2015) suggested menus that best match the patients’ tastes and dietary restrictions. Ueta et al. (Ueta et al. 2011) proposed a goal-oriented recipe recommendation to
provide a user with a nutrient list for treating his/her health problem.
Suggest Food Substitutes Another approach of food recommender systems is to identify
a substitute relationship between food pairs as the first step towards “similar but healthier” food recommendations (Achananuparp and Weber 2016). In this approach, foods are
assumed to be similar dietarily if they are consumed in similar contexts. For instance, “a
chicken sandwich can be a substitute for a turkey sandwich if they are both consumed with
french fries and salad” (Achananuparp and Weber 2016). This approach analyzes the realworld self-reported food consumption of users created by the MyFitnessPal7 . The consumed
food items and corresponding contexts are represented in a food-context matrix, in which
the rows represent food items, and the columns represent a context. The similarity between
two food items is measured using the Cosine similarity between the corresponding row vectors in the matrix. The higher the similarity score, the higher the probability of food pairs to
7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MyFitnessPal

Drug recommendation

Pharmacosafety Networks
ontologies, multi-criteria decision
making
ontologies, rule-based rec.
structure-activity, structure - property relationships
support vector machine, logistic
regression

(Cami et al. 2011; Galeano and Paccanaro 2018)

(Chen et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012)

(Doulaverakis et al. 2012; 2014)

(Fliri et al. 2006; Fukuzaki et al. 2009)

(Huang et al. 2011)

goal-oriented recipe rec.

(Ueta et al. 2011)

decision trees, inductive logic programming

clustering

(Rokicki et al. 2015)

(Bresso et al. 2013)

ant colony algorithm

(Rehman et al. 2017)

CF

ingredient network

(Elsweiler et al. 2017)

(Bankhele et al. 2017)

CF, group rec.

predicts drug side effects

predicts drug side effects

recommends proper drugs

proposes anti-diabetic drug recommendations

provides accurate drug side-effects
predictions

specifies side-effect profiles of
drugs

suggests proper drugs to diabetes
patients

provides suitable nutrient to treat a
user’s health problems

recommends healthy menus to
users

generates optimal food lists for
users

generates similar but healthier
recipe replacements

generates food recommendations to
a family

proposes healthy food for users

context-based rec.

(Achananuparp and Weber 2016)

(Berkovsky and Freyne 2010; Elahi et al. 2014)

Functionalities
resolves the malfunction of the
elderly

(Aberg 2006)

Food recommendation

Rec. techniques
CF, CB

Papers

Rec. scenarios

Table 1 A summary of key studies discussed in the article
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Rec. scenarios

Table 1 (continued)

case-similarity retrieval system
semantic web
risk-level classification
CF, graph-based rec.
sparse canonical correlation
CB

(Medvedeva et al. 2007)

(Rodrı́guez et al. 2009)

(Shimada et al. 2005)

(Stark et al. 2017)

(Yamanishi et al. 2012)

(Zhang et al. 2016)

decision

ontologies,
making

(Mahmoud and Elbeh 2016)

rule-based

Rec. techniques

Papers

predicts missing side effects of
approved drugs

predicts potential side-effect profiles of drug candidate molecules

provides precise drugs to migrainedisease patients

assists doctors in selecting first-line
drugs

provides patients with drugs to heal
a pathology

assists doctors in optimizing treatments for their patients

suggests medicines with dose prescriptions

Functionalities
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Healthcare professionals recommendation

coreNLP techniques
CF, CB
CF
hybrid matrix factorization

(Han et al. 2018)

(Narducci et al. 2015)

(Zhang et al. 2016)

ontologies, semantics technologies

(Donciu et al. 2011; Faiz et al. 2014)

(Gujar et al. 2018)

CF, CB

(Dharia et al. 2016)

knowledge-

context-aware
based rec.

(Ali et al. 2018)

rec.,

CF

Physical activity recommendation

random forest classification

(Hussein et al. 2012)

(Davis et al. 2009; Nasiri et al. 2016)

Health status prediction

Rec. techniques

Papers

Rec. scenarios

Table 1 (continued)

family-doctor

to

predicts the rating of doctors for
patients

suggests doctors and hospitals
according to the patient’s profile

recommends
patients

generates doctor recommendations
to patients

recommends proper exercises to
users

suggests
personalized
workout-session recommendations

provides patients with physical
activities

predicts risk factors of chronicdisease patients

predicts disease risks of patients

Functionalities
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be suitable substitutes for each other. Elsweiler et al. (Elsweiler et al. 2017) investigated the
feasibility of replacing recipes consumed by a user with similar and healthier alternatives.
To find appropriate recipe substitutions, the authors applied an ingredient-network approach
(Teng et al. 2012) to establish recipe pairs based on their pairwise similarities. Thereafter,
they looked at the distribution of health features across pairs to identify healthier replacements. Finally, the rating distributions within pairs were considered to find out replacements
with higher ratings than the original recipes’ rating.

Food Recommendation for Groups In many real-world scenarios, food consumption is a
good example of a group activity, for instance, deciding on the menu for a birthday party with
friends or daily meals with family members (Elahi et al. 2014; Felfernig et al. 2018). In these
scenarios, recommendations should be tailored in such a way that assures the maximum
satisfaction of each member and the group as a whole (O’Connor et al. 2001). Berkovsky
and Freyne (Berkovsky and Freyne 2010) examined the applicability of CF strategies to discover the best strategy for group recommendations. The authors discussed two group-based
recommendation strategies: aggregated models strategy and aggregated prediction strategy8 . These strategies recommend a list of recipes to the whole family by considering the
task of recommending top-k recipes. Similar work was conducted by Elahi et al. (Elahi et al.
2014), where a novel interactive environment for groups was developed in planning meals
through a conversational process based on critiquing (Chen and Pu 2012). For an example
of food recommendation for groups, we refer to our earlier survey (Tran et al. 2018).
4.2 Drug recommendation
4.2.1 Drug recommendation for curing diseases
Medication errors are one of the most serious medical errors that could threaten patients’
life (Charkhat Gorgich et al. 2015). More than 42% of these errors are caused by doctors
who have limited experiences/knowledge about drugs and diseases (Bao and Jiang 2016).
Another reason lies in the increasing number of available drug information, which has
brought obstacles concerning the discovery of relevant drugs and drug-disease interactions
(Doulaverakis et al. 2012). In this context, drug recommender systems have been developed
to assist end-users and healthcare professionals in identifying accurate medications for a
specific disease.

Diabetes disease Diabetes is one of the most popular diseases caused by busy lifestyles
with a lack of physical activities and unhealthy eating habits (Bankhele et al. 2017; Mahmoud and Elbeh 2016). Plenty of drug recommender systems have been developed to help
end-users effectively control diabetes and avoid future complications. These systems also
assist medical professionals in giving precise medicine recommendations to patients. Chen
et al. (Chen et al. 2011) created anti-diabetic drug recommendations based on patient ontology knowledge and multi-criteria decision making. Mahmoud et al. (Mahmoud and Elbeh
2016) utilized ontologies to represent knowledge about patients’ profiles and anti-diabetes
drugs. This system additionally combines ontologies with rule-based decision making to
provide restrictions on target treatment goals and medicines with dose prescription. The
defined rules select drugs for each patient based on his/her profile. An example rule of
selecting drugs can be described as follows: “If a patient is under 60 years old, suffering a
8 For

details of these strategies, we refer to (Felfernig et al. 2018; Tran et al. 2018).
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liver problem, and used Sulfonzlureas (Glipizide), then starting dose should be 2.5mg daily”
(Mahmoud and Elbeh 2016). Medvedeva et al. (Medvedeva et al. 2007) developed a webbased case-similarity retrieval system to enable doctors to share their knowledge with the
community and to optimize disease treatments for their patients. In this system, patient histories are utilized by doctors to select suitable treatment plans for patients. Bankhele et al.
(Bankhele et al. 2017) proposed a recommendation approach based on the CF technique to
suggest proper medications to diabetes patients. A patient has to register in the system and
then enters a predefined set of attributes, such as age, insulin, glucose, BMI, BP, and triceps
thickness, which are then analyzed to create personalized recommendations. A user-based
CF is applied to find patients whose attributes best match the active patient’s attributes. This
matching is done using Formula (1), where P is the attribute set of patients a and b; ra,p is
the value of patient a for attribute p with ra as the mean over set P of attributes p; rb,p is
the value of patient b for the attribute p with rb as the mean over set P of attributes p.

p∈P (ra − ra )(rb − rb )
sim(a, b) = 
(1)

2)
2)
((r
−
r
)
((r
−
r
)
a
a
b
b
p∈P
p∈P

Example 1 For demonstration purposes, we introduce an example describing the drug recommendation process using the approach presented in (Bankhele et al. 2017). Assume, Tom
is an active patient who has entered to the system some attributes of his health status (see
Table 2). The data of patients who share similar attributes with Tom (patient1 ...patient4 ) is
summarized in Table 2. Based on Formula (1), the similarity scores of patients with regard
to current user attributes are calculated as follows:
sim(T om, patient1 ) = 0.86 ; sim(T om, patient2 ) = 0.51
sim(T om, patient3 ) = 0.49; sim(T om, patient4 ) = 0.04
The calculations show that patient1 is the most similar to Tom. Thus, the drugs
prescribed for this patient can be recommended to Tom.

Migraine Disease Stark et al. (Stark et al. 2017) proposed a drug recommender system
assisting doctors in writing more appropriate and accurate prescriptions to migraine-disease
patients. This system uses a graph database to store patients’ information. The database is
organized as nodes and edges. Nodes represent patients’ information, diseases, allergies,
and drugs, whereas edges represent the relationships between nodes. Using a CF approach,
drug recommendations are created as follows:
-

-

Filter out patients who are similar to the active patient in terms of gender (male/female),
aura (yes/no), and the type of migraine (acute/chronic).
Calculate the similarity level between each neighbor and the active patient according
to the following features: age, allergies, disease history, preexisting conditions, current drug prescription, and blood pressure. Each feature is weighted depending to its
importance. For instance, age and disease history are more important than other features. Therefore, these features have a higher weight compared to others: wage =
wdiseaseH istory = 3 and wallergies = wpreexistingConditions = wbloodP ressure = 1.
Sum up all features’ scores. Only drugs consumed by the patients who are at least 80%
similar to the current patient will be included in the recommendation.

Infectious Diseases Shimada et al. (Shimada et al. 2005) developed a recommender system that helps doctors select proper first-line drugs for patients suffering from infectious
diseases. Before giving suggestions, doctors have to know the ability of patients to protect

25.4
25.9
33
28
43.2

25

27

48

27

53

patient1

patient2

patient3

patient4

insulin

Tom (active patient)

age

195

89

118

166

86.0

glucose

Table 2 Example 1 - The input attributes of Tom (active patient) and other patients in the database

30.7

31

46

25.8

27.9

BMI

69.7

70

82

72

67

BP

45

20

41

19

23

triceps thickness
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themselves from risk factors. For this, a risk-level classification method that utilizes clinical
information of patients is applied. This method assigns each risk factor to a score representing its impact degree on the patient. Besides, a knowledge base consisting of risk factors
and their impact degrees are also constructed. The system returns risk levels that are helpful
for precisely predicting the patient’s health condition and then recommending to him/her
appropriate drugs.

Other Diseases Besides drug recommendations for specific diseases, plenty of recommender systems have been developed for undefined diseases. For instance, GALENOWL
(Doulaverakis et al. 2012) allows doctors to search for drug information and recommends
suitable drugs to patients based on their disease, allergies, and drug interactions in the past.
This system uses ontologies and ICD-codes to store rules about drugs and their interactions.
These rules are the system input to generate the most fitting drugs for patients. Based on the
GALENOWL system, a semantic framework so-called PANACEA (Doulaverakis et al. 2014)
was developed to assist physicians in prescribing drugs according to drugs’ active substance indications and contraindications. PANACEA generates drug recommendations based
on standardized medical terminologies and rules describing drug-drug and drug-disease
interactions. This system outperforms GALENOWL while guaranteeing the same recommendation quality. Similar to PANACEA, SEMMED (Rodrı́guez et al. 2009) was developed
based on semantic web technologies. This system provides patients with correct drugs and
treatment recommendations that are proper to heal a concrete pathology. Besides, it helps
healthcare professionals avoid mistakes in the drug interaction process and discard factors
causing risks to patients, such as drug allergies or contraindications.
4.2.2 Predict drug side eﬀects
Drug side effects or adverse drug reactions (ADR) are one of the leading causes of morbidity
and mortality in health care (Galeano and Paccanaro 2018). As reported by the American Institute of Medicine, unexpected drug side effects cause 100,000 deaths annually in
the USA (Gurwitz et al. 2003). Thus, medical researchers have taken heed of developing
systems for drug discovery (Zhang et al. 2016). One of the first ideas of drug side-effect predictions is to utilize structure-activity or quantitative structure-property relationships. For
instance, Fliri et al. (Fliri et al. 2006) translated adverse effect data derived from 1,045 prescription drug labels into effect spectra, and then showed their utility for diagnosing induced
effects of drugs. Fukuzaki et al. (Fukuzaki et al. 2009) designed a model to list drug side
effects by searching for cooperative pathways shared among gene expression profiles. The
general idea of this work is: “A drug is produced to affect a specific gene. However, if the
drug inadvertently activates other genes, then it might cause side effects”. In this approach,
each pathway is represented as a graph with vertexes and edges. Each vertex represents a
gene that indicates an item-set showing a set of drugs or conditions activating the gene. Each
edge indicates a gene interaction. Based on this graph, sub-pathways showing side effects
can be found based on the item-sets (i.e., activation conditions) shared between them.
Recently, some methods based on machine-learning have been employed to predict
potential side effects of drugs. “In silico” is the most common method which creates sideeffect predictions based on the structure chemistry and biological features of drugs, such
as target proteins, protein-protein interactions, or gene ontology annotations (Zhang et al.
2015). Bresso et al. (Bresso et al. 2013) used this method to characterize side-effect profiles
shared by several drugs. Huang et al. (Huang et al. 2011) utilized the drug targets, proteinprotein interactions, and gene ontology annotations, and after that applied the support vector
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machine and logistic regression techniques to create predictions. Yamanishi et al. (Yamanishi et al. 2012) combined drug structures (from chemical profiles) and target proteins (from
biological profiles) and then adopted the Sparse Canonical Correlation to predict potential
side-effect profiles of drug candidate molecules.
The prediction methods mentioned above face some limitations concerning the availability of chemistry structures, considerable required computational power, and a high amount
of false positives (Deshpande and Butte 2011). Besides, they are usually done in clinical
trials, where many side effects could not be detected until drugs are approved. This raises a
critical need to predict potential or missing side effects for drugs (Zhang et al. 2016). A few
drug recommender systems were developed to address this need. One example thereof was
proposed by Zhang et al. (Zhang et al. 2016), in which the potential side-effect prediction
is formed as a recommendation task. An integrated neighborhood-based method is applied
to make predictions. This method is an extension of the classic neighborhood-based recommendation, which utilizes known side effects of similar drugs. We will present the detail of
this recommendation method using the following example.

Example 2 Given a target drug d, a list of four approved drugs {d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 }, and corresponding side effects as shown in Table 3, we predict the probability of s5 and s6 to be the
side effects of drug d. The prediction is formulated as a recommendation problem, in which
drugs, side effects, and drug-side effects associations are combined. The prediction process
is conducted in the following steps:
-

Step 1: Calculate drug-drug similarity based on side effect profiles. Given two drugs
di and dk whose side effect profiles are Si and Sk , the Jaccard similarity is used to
calculate their similarity sim(i, k) (see Formula (2)).
sim(i, k) =

-

|Si ∩ Sk |
|Si ∪ Sk |

(2)

sim(d, d1 ) = 24 = 0.5; sim(d, d2 ) = 14 = 0.25
sim(d, d3 ) = 34 = 0.75; sim(d, d4 ) = 14 = 0.25
Step 2: A set of neighbor drugs of the target drug d are determined by filtering similarity
scores with a pre-defined threshold θ . In this example, we assume θ = 0.5, which
means only drugs d1 and d3 are selected to be the neighbors of d.

Table 3 Example 2 - An example of drugs and corresponding side effects. Values ‘0’ or ‘1’ represents the
absence or presence of side effects sj for drug di
Drugs

Side effects
s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

d (target drug)

1

1

0

0

?

?

d1

0

1

0

1

0

1

d2

1

0

1

1

0

1

d3

1

1

0

1

1

1

d4

0

1

1

1

0

1
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-

Step 3: Calculate the probability of drug di inducing side effect sj - prob(di , sj ) by
aggregating the known side effect sj of its neighbors (see Formula (3)).
n
prob(d, sj ) =
prob(d, s5 ) =

0×0.5+1×0.75
0.5+0.75

k=1,k=i,Sk,i ≥θ Mk,j × sim(i, k)
n
k=1,k=i,Sk,i ≥θ sim(i, k)

= 0.6; prob(d, s6 ) =

1×0.5+1×0.75
0.5+0.75

(3)

= 1

The probability prob(d, s6 ) = 1 > prob(d, s5 ), meaning that s6 is chosen as the
potential side effect of the target drug d.

4.3 Health status prediction
In the past decades, predicting risks concerning specific diseases has become an intensive
research topic (Davis et al. 2009), where the number of related studies for chronic diseases has been increasing significantly. The reason lies in the rapid growth of these diseases
worldwide (Hussein et al. 2012). Long-term diseases prevent patients from physical activities and trigger burdens concerning time and money of the treatment process (Nasiri et al.
2016). To help patients avoid these diseases, HRS have been developed to detect disease
symptoms as early as possible. Moreover, they can assist healthcare professionals in making
proper treatment plans for patients. Davis et al. (Davis et al. 2009) and Nasiri et al. (Nasiri
et al. 2016) proposed recommender systems to predict risk factors (e.g., potential complications or further diseases) that a target patient with a chronic disease would face in the
future. These systems applied CF, which is based on the intuitive assumption “patients who
share similar diseases and health status might face the same risk factors”. Predictions of disease risks can be generated based on a set of similar patients’ information. The traditional
CF technique is modified to make it suitable for the healthcare domain. The reason for this
modification lies in the rating values of items. The patients’ ratings are non-ordinal values;
they are binary (1/0 - the patient is facing/not facing a risk factor j ). For this approach, given
an active patient a, a set of patients I , and a set of risk factors J , the risk factor prediction
is generated in the following steps:
-

Step 1: Calculate the similarity between patient a and each patient i ∈ I using Formula
(4), where va,j is the vote of patient a for risk factor j :

va,j
vi,j
(4)
w(a, i) =


2
2
j ∈J
k∈Ja va,k
k∈Ji vi,k

-

Step 2: Find the most similar patients to patient a based on the similarity scores. The
most similar patient has the greatest similarity score.
Step 3: Calculate the prediction score of a risk factor j which have not been faced by
patient a using Formulae (5) - (7), where p(a, j ) is the prediction score for the patient
a on risk factor j , vj is the average vote of all patients who have faced risk factor
j , w(a, i) is the similarity between patients a and i (see Formula (4)), and |Ij | is the
number of patients who have faced risk factor j . The normalized constant k ensures the
prediction score within the range of possible votes.

p(a, j ) = vj + ka (1 − vj )
w(a, i)
(5)

-

i∈Ij
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|Ij |
|I |
1
ka = 
i∈I w(a, i)
vj =

(6)
(7)

Example 3 For a better understanding, we exemplify the mentioned approach using a specific example. Assume Maria is an active patient suffering from the diabetes disease. She is
now facing some risk factors, such as nerve damage, eye damage, slow healing, skin issues.
p1 ...p4 are the patients who share similar profiles to Maria (see Table 4). To predict which
risk factors that Maria might face in the future, the prediction scores for the not-been-faced
risk factors are calculated: p(Maria, kidneyDamage) = 0.89, p(Maria, hearingImpairment)
= 0.90, p(Maria, heartDisease) = 0.69. This shows Maria might face “hearing impairment”
in the near future.
Besides recommendation techniques, machine learning approaches have been employed
to generate disease predictions. For instance, Lafta et al. (Lafta et al. 2015) proposed an
innovative time series prediction algorithm to support the decision making process of heartdisease patients. Particularly, the algorithm helps to decide whether a medical measurement,
such as a heart-rate test, needs to be taken today based on the patient’s measurement readings for the past k days. Hussein et al. (Hussein et al. 2012) presented a Chronic Disease
Diagnosis (CDD) recommender system using the Random Forest - RF classification model
(Özcift 2011).9 This system requires three types of input information to build up predictions for undiagnosed patients: (1) training data consisting of medical records of previous
diabetic patients; (2) demographic data showing the patient’s profile, such as name, age,
and education level; and (3) the medical data of active patient referring to two types of
tests: home-tests (e.g., blood sugar level, blood pressure, and weight) and lab-tests from the
laboratory. The system’s output information includes a prediction representing the patient’s
disease risks and a recommendation showing disease risk status acknowledgment that the
patient is looking for.
4.4 Physical activity recommendation
Besides recommendations of disease treatment plans, suggestions on physical activities
have become another focus of HRS. Physical-activity recommendations help to decrease
the probability of becoming frail of patients and prevent them from further health complications (Valdez et al. 2016). Moreover, they also encourage users to follow daily activities
that meet their calorie-burn goals. RUNNER (Donciu et al. 2011) and SHADE (Faiz et al.
2014) provide users with food and exercise recommendations to keep them stay healthily.
These studies generate a recommendation based on the fact that “what and when you eat
during and after exercise can be just as important” (Donciu et al. 2011). These recommendations are tailored based on users’ health status, goals, and preferences, which are usually
collected from different sources, such as foods, physical activities, elderly/diabetes/runner
domains, user-health state, and user preferences. Therefore, ontologies and semantics technologies (Orgun and Vu 2006) are utilized to address the heterogeneous issues of user data.
The recommendation process can be done as follows: First, an initial set of exercises for

9 Other decision tree classification models such as J48 (Kaur and Raghava 2003), Decision Stump (Noh et al.
2003), REP tree (Park et al. 2006) have been applied to predict the risk factors of chronic diseases.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Maria

p1

p2

p3

p4

damage

damage

eye

nerve

similar

patients

1

1

1

1

1

healing

slow

1

1

1

1

1

issues

skin

1

1

0

1

?

damage

kidney

1

1

1

0

?

impairment

hearing

1

1

0

0

?

disease

heart

0.76

0.82

0.89

0.82

w(Maria, pi )

Table 4 Example 3 - A summary of risk factors that Maria (active patient) and similar patients are suffering from. The similarity between Maria and each patient is shown in
the last column
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the user is selected based on his/her physical health status and exercise goal. Thereafter, the
usage history and prior feedback regarding difficulty and enjoyment levels are used to adapt
the selected exercises before sending it to the user.
Dharia et al. (Dharia et al. 2016) proposed a system to suggest personalized workout
session recommendations based on the contextual data of users, such as past activities, preferences, and physical state. The recommendation process is performed as follows. The user
first enters his/her contextual data. Thereafter, the system collects all the contacts and calendars events from the user’s device and employs a hybrid approach to recommend fitness
sessions to the user. This approach combines CB and CF recommendations, in which the
CB considers the user’s preferences, and the CF considers the preferences of similar users.
The system also offers available slots in the user’s calendar so that he/she can re-schedule
sessions anytime.
Imran Ali et al. (Ali et al. 2018) developed a hybrid framework that provides physical activity and diet recommendations using context-aware recommendation (Verbert et al.
2012) and knowledge-based recommendation (Burke 2000). The proposed framework
consists of a multi-stage recommender system which supports the following modules:
-

-

-

Module 1 (Data acquisition and processing), which stores the demographic information
and preferred activities of users collected from sensory devices.
Module 2 (Context generation), which saves the current activity, location, weather
conditions, and emotional state of the user.
Module 3 (Expert knowledge repository), which represents rules as IF-THEN form,
which are then adopted to create recommendations. For instance, “IF a patient is pregnant and facing the gestational diabetes mellitus, THEN she should do a 20-30 minute
moderate-intensity exercise on almost every day of the week” (Colberg et al. 2016).
Module 4 (Multi-stage recommender), which utilizes the user information collected
from Modules 1 and 2 to create a comprehensive recommendation to the user. The recommendation process is done in two stages. In Stage 1, the system calculates the user’s
calorie-burn, in-take targets, and a generic set of physical activity recommendations.
Additionally, a case-based reasoning mechanism is used to infer the most relevant rules
from the knowledge-base. In Stage 2, the recommendations generated in Stage 1 are
refined in a personalized manner. A contextual matrix is created to recommend suitable
activities to the user at a given time. This matrix is calculated based on the user’s surveyed results to filter out proper physical activities in different contexts. For instance,
“since the user is now staying at home, stretching seems to be more appropriate for him
than running”.
Module 5 (Explanations of suggested activities), which are sent together with recommendations to describe as to why a specific physical activity has been recommended to
the user. For instance, “you should run at least one hour daily to improve your current
health condition and meet one of your calorie-burn targets”. Additional explanations
based on the context can also be provided, e.g., “it is quite cold today, hence consider
to bring a sports jacket with you before going out”.

4.5 Healthcare professional recommendations
In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the amount of available medical information, which results in some difficulties for patients when searching for suitable
doctors. What concerns patients greatly is how to find medical professionals with the best
expertise for resolving their health issues (Hoens et al. 2010; Narducci et al. 2015). Most
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existing healthcare providers do not provide patients with full infrastructure or service
design implementations that assist them in fulfilling this task. This gap raises an open
topic on patient-doctor matchmaking, in which patients can find the right doctors to build
a trust relationship (Han et al. 2018). Han et al. (Han et al. 2018) proposed a hybrid recommender system, in which family-doctor recommendations are made based on the level
of available information about users. The authors discussed three use cases of generating
recommendations:
-

-

-

Use case 1 (New patient): The patient has recently joined the network, and only
basic demographic information is available. The CB recommendation is used to create
recommendations based on similar demographic profiles.
Use case 2 (Existing patient with no interactions with primary care doctors): The patient
has already visited specialists or hospitals, but has not visited family doctors yet. The
activities of other patients in previous visits are utilized to narrow down the doctor list.
Besides, a complementary data set describing hospital inpatient procedures and certain
types of diseases of patients are used to create the patient profiles and then generate
recommendations using the CB recommendation approach.
Use case 3 (Existing patient with prior interactions with primary care doctors): The CF
recommendation approach is applied to look for doctors visited by similar patients (i.e.,
patients who have visited the same doctors earlier).

Zhang et al. (Zhang et al. 2016) proposed an iDoctor system to provide users with personalized doctor recommendations. This system explores the emotions and preferences of
users about doctors through their ratings and reviews. Three modules are integrated into
the system: sentiment analysis, topic modeling, and hybrid matrix factorization. The sentiment analysis module calculates the emotional offset from user reviews. The topic modeling
module extracts user preferences and doctor features (e.g., specialty, fee range, and prescribing habits) from user reviews. The extracted information is used in the hybrid matrix
factorization module to predict the rating for doctors.
Gujar et al. (Gujar et al. 2018) proposed a recommendation approach based on the “word
of mouth” recommendation (e.g., asking friends or relatives), which is often used in reality to find doctors. The authors developed a recommender system to identify the location,
contact, and other necessary information of medical specialists. They used the CoreNLP
technique to generate doctor recommendations based on the review of previous users. The
recommended doctors are filtered out based on some criteria, such as fewer fees, more
experienced, nearest location, and feedback reviews of doctors. Different from the studies
discussed earlier, this system allows patients to give their feedback on recommended doctors, which are then used to improve the quality of future recommendations. Based on a
similar recommendation mechanism as mentioned in (Gujar et al. 2018), Narducci et al.
(Narducci et al. 2015) presented a social network so-called HEALTHNET, where a recommendation component is integrated to suggest doctors and hospitals which best fit a specific
patient profile. In HEALTHNET, a patient enters his/her health data, such as conditions,
treatments (drugs, surgeries, or side effects), health indicators (blood pressure, body weight,
laboratory analysis, etc.), consulted doctors, and hospitalizations. Based on the input data,
the system search for similar patients stored in the database. The similarity between the
active patient p and another patient p  in the database is estimated using Formula (8), where:
-

k and n are the numbers of conditions of patients p and p respectively.
z and r are the numbers of treatments of patients p and p  respectively.
pc and pc are the conditions of patients p and p respectively.
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-

pt and pt are the treatments of patients p and p respectively.
sc (pci , pc j ) is the similarity score between the condition ci of patient p and the condition cj of patient p  (see Formula (9)). If these two conditions are the same, then this
score is the logarithm of the ratio between the number of conditions in the database
(#C) and the number of patients affected by that condition (Pci ). Otherwise, the sc is
computed as the number of edges in the shortest path sp , which connects the two conditions in the disease hierarchy10 . The idea of this rule is to figure out whether two
patients are affected by similar disease conditions. For instance, dilated cardiomyopathy and coronary artery conditions of two patients can be considered the same since
they both refer to heart-muscle failures. In this context, the experiences of consulted
doctors/hospitals of this patient could be useful for another (Narducci et al. 2015).

-

st (pti , ptj ) is the similarity score between the treatment ti of patient p and the treatment
tj of patient p  (see Formula (10)).
α refers to the contribution of conditions and treatments to patients’ similarity.
β indicates the weight of the community (patients) and the ministry indicator.

-

k


s(p, p ) = α

i=1

z

n


j =1 sc (pci , pcj )

k+n



sc (pci , pc j ) =

+ (1 − α)

i=1

#C
log #p
, if ci = cj
c

r


j =1 st (pti , ptj )

 z+r

(8)

(9)
otherwise


1, if ti = tj
(10)
st (pti , ptj ) =
0, otherwise
Given an active patient pi , the relevant doctors and hospitals for this patient can be
estimated using Formulae (11) and (12).
i

1
sp(ci ,cj ) ,

scoreDoctor(dz , pi ) =
⎛
scoreH ospital(hm , pi ) = β ⎝

pi

j =1

p


s(pi , pj ).rj (dz )

(11)

⎞

s(pi , pj ) ∗ rj (hm )⎠ + (1 − β).qi (hm )

(12)

j =1

Example 4 For the demonstration purposes, we present a simple example to show how
relevant doctors and hospitals can be suggested to the patient using the mentioned approach.
Assume an active patient pi is having heart disease and suffering from condition c so-called
dilated cardiomyopathy. This patient was applied the treatment t - nitrates. Now, he needs
doctor and hospital recommendations that can effectively resolve his health problems. These
recommendations can be generated based on the relevant information from other patients in
the system. Assume two heart-disease patients (p1 and p2 ) have visited doctors X and Y from
hospitals A and B respectively. The information of these patients is summarized in Table 5.
Patient p1 has a higher similar disease condition to patient pi compared to patient p2 (pi
and p1 have trouble with heart muscle failures). Therefore, we assume the distance in the
disease hierarchy tree between pi and p1 is 2 and between pi and p2 is 3. Based on Formula
(9), the condition similarities would be sp (ci , c1 ) = 1/2 and sp (ci , c2 ) = 1/3. We assume
disease conditions and treatments have the same impacts on the patient similarity scores
10

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en
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Table 5 Example 4 - The information of the patients who are suffering heart disease stored in the system
consulted doctor

visited hospital

patient

condition

treatment

name

rating

name

rating

p1

coronary artery

statins

X

4.1

A

4.2

p2

mitral regurgitation

surgery

Y

4.9

B

4.3

(i.e., α = 0.5), and the community and ministry have the same weights (i.e., β = 0.5). The
ratings of the ministry for hospitals A and B are q(A) = 4.0 and q(B) = 4.5 respectively.
The necessary calculations are presented below, which show that doctor X and hospital A
are recommended to patient pi .
sc (pi , p1 ) = 1/2 ; sc (pi , p2 ) = 1/3; st (pi , p1 ) = 0 ; st (pi , p2 ) = 0
s(pi , p1 ) = (0.5 ∗ 0.5)/2 = 0.125; s(pi , p2 ) = (0.5 ∗ 0.33)/2 = 0.083
scoreDoctor(X, pi ) = 0.125 ∗ 4.1=0.513
scoreDoctor(Y, pi ) = 0.083 ∗ 4.5=0.375
scoreH ospital(A, pi ) = 0.5 ∗ 0.125 ∗ 4.2 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 4=0.525
scoreH ospital(B, pi ) = 0.5 ∗ 0.083 ∗ 4.8 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 4.5=0.45

5 Evaluating health recommender systems
The most common evaluation method applied in the aforementioned recommendation
approaches is offline evaluation (Trattner et al. 2018), estimating the prediction quality of
a recommendation approach using existing data sets. With this method, accuracy metrics
are used to compare recommendations determined by a recommender system with a predefined set of real-world user opinions (also known as ground truth (Shani and Gunawardana
2011)). For instance, Achananuparp et al. (Achananuparp and Weber 2016) constructed a
real-world food consumption from MyFitnessPal’s public food diary entries11 and obtained
group truth judgments of food substitutes from a crowdsourcing service. The authors used
classification metrics “precision”, “mean average precision”, and “normalized discounted
cumulative gain” to measure the method accuracy. Similar evaluation methods were applied
in (Galeano and Paccanaro 2018; Hussein et al. 2012; Ueta et al. 2011; Yamanishi et al.
2012; Zhang et al. 2016), where metrics “precision” and “recall” were used to evaluate and
compare the prediction performance of the recommendation algorithms. Besides classification metrics, error metrics (Trattner et al. 2018) were also employed to measure the error
made by a recommender system when predicting an item rating (Galeano and Paccanaro
2018; Hussein et al. 2012; Narducci et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). For instance, Narducci
et al. (Narducci et al. 2015) carried out a preliminary evaluation, where the “Mean Absolute
Error” was computed to compare their semantic approach based on the disease hierarchy
to a simple string matching baseline. Another offline evaluation approach was cross validation (Dubitzky 2009) that allows to evaluate the performance of recommendation algorithms
(Bresso et al. 2013; Elsweiler et al. 2017; Han et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2016). Han et al.
(Han et al. 2018) determined hyper-parameters for their model by performing a temporal
cross-validation, which chronologically splits the data into train and test sets over the years.
To consider item relevance and item position in a recommendation list, Achananuparp et
11 https://www.myfitnesspal.com
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al. (Achananuparp and Weber 2016) computed the “discounted cumulative gain (DCG)”
metric based on the idea that items appearing lower in a recommendation list should be
personalized by downgrading relevance values logarithmically (Trattner et al. 2018).
Compared to offline evaluation, much lesser number of studies employed online evaluation to test recommendation algorithms’ accuracy in HRS (Berkovsky and Freyne 2010;
Donciu et al. 2011; Ueta et al. 2011). The idea of online evaluation is to use A/B testing
or laboratory studies to evaluate an algorithm, a user interface, or the whole system (Trattner et al. 2018). For instance, using a dataset of explicit recipe ratings, Berkovsky et al.
(Berkovsky and Freyne 2010) conducted a user study to observe families’ interaction with
an experimental eHealth portal. This study aimed to uncover a recommendation strategy that
could be most suitable for implementing an aggregation strategy in a group recommender
system. Another approach was “direct test”, which was employed in some studies on drug
recommendations (Doulaverakis et al. 2012; Mahmoud and Elbeh 2016). These tests were
conducted with medical experts (e.g., doctors, clinicians, physicians, or nurses), where they
were asked for feedback on the preciseness of recommendation outcomes. Mahmoud et al.
(Mahmoud and Elbeh 2016) carried out a study in which experts evaluated recommendation
results of the developed recommender system using a specific number of data sets. After
collecting experts’ feedback, the precision was calculated. This value indicates the exactness or the quality of recommendation results. A true positive rate shows that the expert
agreed with the recommendation result. In contrast, a false positive rate indicates that the
expert disagreed with the recommendation result (Mahmoud and Elbeh 2016).
In summary, most of the existing studies discussed in this article use evaluation methods
that have been previously developed in traditional recommendation domains and mainly
focus on evaluating the accuracy of recommendation algorithms. However, the quality of
HRS should be further evaluated according to other features beyond the accuracy, such as
trust, causability, robustness, privacy, ethics, user satisfaction, uncertainty, effectiveness,
and in-situ evaluation. Up to now, how to employ evaluation methods considering the mentioned evaluation perspectives has remained an open issue. For further discussion on the
mentioned perspectives, see Section 6.4.

6 Open issues for future work
Although the current literature has shown many benefits of HRS to improve their health
conditions, there still exist some gaps regarding developing and evaluating HRS that need
to be bridged. In the following, we discuss some research challenges that HRS face and
corresponding solutions to tackle them.

6.1 Constructing user proﬁles
In HRS, besides user preferences that are typically used in recommender systems, further
user information should be collected to obtain relevant, diverse, and precise recommendations. Thereof are demographic information, current health condition, diseases/allergies,
treatments/surgeries/diagnoses experienced in the past, physical activities, nutrition needs,
eating habits, feelings, and experiences. Although many sources exist to accumulate this
information, recording such information could not avoid faults (Mika 2011). Hence, it is
critical to require a standard concerning data formats, the authenticity of data sources, and
automated update intervals (Schäfer et al. 2017) to ensure the quality of obtained information. Besides, the user profile parameters could be conflict with each other (e.g., user
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preferences vs. health conditions). To guarantee optimal suggestions in terms of balancing
between user satisfaction and healthiness, parameters in the user profile need to be deemed
wholly and appropriately. In some cases, the parameters regarding health conditions should
be taken precedence over those concerning user preferences. For instance, a user diagnosed with a high risk of having diabetes should not be recommended any food containing
trans-fats, even this recommendation goes against his preference.

6.2 Early disease detection
Many reports show that patients suffering from chronic diseases or cancers are often not
well perceived about their disease or treatment options until the disease situations fall in
late stages (Schäfer et al. 2017). The late detection of such diseases causes a low probability of completely curing the disease, and in some cases, this could threaten patients’
lives (e.g., the late stage of cancers). In such a context, besides assisting patients in finding suitable treatment methods (Davis et al. 2009; Nasiri et al. 2016), HRS should offer
users a health education functionality that helps to improve the perception of users concerning the diseases. Stettinger et al. (Stettinger et al. 2020) developed an e-learing application
so-called KNOWLEDGECHECKR12 , which provides intuitive learning contents and suggests
learning units in a personalized fashion. With this application, helpful information concerning disease descriptions and related symptoms can be transferred to patients. Moreover,
HRS should analyze the underlying health condition of patients and predict early diseases
that users might face in the near future. Also, necessary diagnoses and information of
corresponding healthcare professionals should be delivered to patients. For chronic and lifethreatening diseases, such early disease detection can minimize disease complications and
the treatment process’ burdens.

6.3 Persuasive recommendations
One focus of HRS is to track users’ daily activities and motivate them to adjust their routines or habits positively. However, it seems to be a big challenge to change habits that
have become so deeply entrenched over the years (Tran et al. 2018). Therefore, researchers
have recently paid attention to develop persuasive systems, in which various strategies
and persuasion principles are discovered to encourage users to adopt and maintain beneficial behaviors and attitudes. For instance, Thomas et al. (Thomas et al. 2017) investigated
argument-based approaches in which motivating arguments are created to change the eating habit of users healthily. These studies indicate that it is necessary to produce persuasive
arguments based on user attributes such as age, gender, or personality. Although these
studies show positive effects on the behavior changing of users, it does not guarantee full
acceptance of changes. The argumentation-based approaches have been proved to be sufficiently effective for patients in the late stages of the disease, whereas they show a lower
effect for the patients in the early stages of the disease (Nguyen and Masthoff 2008).
This raises an open issue of developing arguments that are strong, relevant, and convincing enough to bring actual changes for those in the early phases of health risks. Besides,
while many efforts have been conducted to estimate the arguments’ perceived persuasiveness, measuring the actual persuasiveness of arguments is still an open issue. In fact, what
people perceive to be persuasive is not necessarily what will persuade them to act. In the

12 https://www.knowledgecheckr.com
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healthcare domain, this can be interpreted that users might be unwilling to change their
behavior, even though they are aware of the risks triggered by unhealthy habits (Nguyen
and Masthoff 2008). For instance, although some people may perceive the harmful effects
of smoking, they are not ready to give it up. On the other hand, changing users’ behavior
or attitude is a long-term process with plenty of steps. In this context, the question is “how
to generate persuasive arguments that motivate users as much as possible”. In the healthy
food domain, the answer to this question could be to develop food recommender systems,
where theories from health psychology are integrated to stimulate users to comply with
healthy eating behaviors (Schäfer and Willemsen 2019). One approach is to apply a simple
change at a specific time until the user behavior becomes habitual. Another approach is to
compare nutrients consumed by the user to the ones acquired from reliable sources (e.g.,
USDA, DACH13 ) (Snooks 2009).

6.4 Further aspects for evaluating health recommender systems
Typically, the evaluation of recommender systems emphasizes the accuracy metrics (Powers 2011) (see also Section 5). However, in the healthcare domain, recommender systems’
quality needs to be measured based on aspects beyond the accuracy objectives (Valdez et al.
2016).
Trust is one of the most important criteria that should be considered when evaluating
recommender systems (O’Donovan and Smyth 2005). This is even more critical for HRS to
convince patients to follow health-related recommendations. This aspect can be enhanced
by providing explanations for recommendations (Tran et al. 2019). Similar to other domains,
explanations in the healthcare domain should show how a suggestion has been created for
the user (Elahi et al. 2014), e.g., “According to the tests you did last week, we have detected
that the level of uric acid in your blood is still really high. Therefore, ri seems to be the most
appropriate recipe for you since it has no ingredients containing purines”. Besides, effective
visualizations should be included in HRS to further explain recommended items (Valdez
et al. 2016). For instance, in food recommender systems, a table showing the description of
the nutrition value of food items should be provided to the users to emphasize the healthiness
of a recommended recipe (Tran et al. 2018).
Causability helps users understand why specific recommendations have been made. This
criterion is useful in many domains and especially crucial in the medical domain to enhance
trust in the results and enable domain experts to retrace, understand, and explain why a particular recommendation was given. This does not necessarily mean that everything must be
explained automatically, but that a domain expert has a chance to understand it on demand.
To measure the understandability of recommendations, the concept of causability can be
helpful. In the same way that usability encompasses measurements for the quality of use,
causability encompasses measurements for the quality of explanations (Holzinger et al.
2019).
Robustness is related to the trustworthiness of a recommender system. In HRS, sometimes, end-users could not be differentiated from potential attackers, which causes a
degradation of trust in the objectivity and accuracy of the system (Valdez et al. 2016). To
ensure secure HRS for users, future studies should model potential attacks and investigate
the impacts of such attacks on recommendation algorithms (Mobasher et al. 2007).
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Privacy is referred to as the ability of HRS to preserve patients’ preferences and medical
information. The leak of such information raises the doubts of patients and consequently
decreases the willingness to share their sensitive medical data with HRS (Valdez et al.
2016). The most common approach to address the privacy concern is data encryption that
provides data confidentiality while utilizing the user data to generate precise recommendations (Hoens et al. 2010). However, this method requires highly overhead computationand communication-wise, which significantly decreases the performance of HRS (Verhaert
et al. 2018). Although there exist some studies to improve the data encryption approach,
some of them still face the issue concerning the low efficiency of the system (Hoens et al.
2010; Verhaert et al. 2018). Up to now, developing HRS ensuring trade-offs between the
privacy and the high performance of recommendation algorithms is still an open issue.
Ethics has been raised in recommender systems to help users pick up morally appropriate
items during the post-recommendation process (Tang and Winoto 2016). In HRS, ethics
should be considered more strictly to prevent recommendations from directions that could
harm the healthiness of patients (Valdez et al. 2016). The principle of “first do no harm”
should be kept in mind when developing HRS to minimize potential risks and maximize
benefits for users. The healthiness of patients is the most crucial criterion when creating
recommendations, even this might be against patients’ preferences (Tang and Winoto 2016).
User satisfaction with recommendations can be different depending on user diversity.
Some studies have been performed recently to have a deep look at modeling user satisfaction for the purpose of predicting satisfaction models (Chen et al. 2019; Nguyen et al.
2017). In HRS, it would make sense to investigate the relationship between health-related
recommendations and users’ satisfaction from different user groups, e.g., patients, doctors,
nurses, physicians, and medical researchers (Valdez et al. 2016). The differences in expertise, overview knowledge, and recommendation tasks of these users could influence their
satisfaction with recommended items.
Uncertainty in HRS links to potential risks, such as imprecise predictions since user
preferences are not always captured well, or the inability to find a perfect pattern because of
incomplete data. The risks could result in a reduced quality of the patient’s life. Therefore,
when developing HRS, system designers should find ways to visualize uncertainty in a set
of recommendations, allowing users to evaluate the option adequately before making a final
decision (Valdez et al. 2016).
Effectiveness is referred to as the ability of HRS to help patients meet their desired
changes in health. To measure this aspect, we need to consider which health parameters
to be assessed or which medical tests to be employed to ensure medical effectiveness. For
instance, in HRS that support the lose-weight targets of users, the effectiveness should be
assessed based on both short-term and long-term recommendations. The reason is that, in
some cases, short-term recommendations could burden or conflict with long-term ones. For
instance, crash diets could help a patient lose weight quickly since it cuts the calories too
low and makes drastic changes regarding food types to be consumed. However, this reduces
the metabolism of the patient’s body and consequently burdens the long-term weight loss
(Valdez et al. 2016).
In-Situ Evaluation indicates real-life non-laboratory settings that have to be evaluated to
prove the worthiness of HRS. This evaluation paradigm should be able to precisely evaluate
the ability of HRS to improve the quality of care (concerning accuracy, relevance, and
early diagnosis) and reduce the cost of care. Besides, it should be capable of evaluating
the robustness to false information and the ability to consider potential health risks based
on various dimensions (e.g., age, culture, ethnicity, etc.). Moreover, long-term behavioral
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effects must also be investigated in-situ evaluation to address the complexity of health and
health behaviors (Schäfer et al. 2017).

6.5 Bundle recommendation
In the healthy food domain, users might require recommendations of a complete meal with
the combination of many recipes or a food schedule for more than one day (e.g., foods for
next week). This issue is known as bundle recommendation, which is a new research branch
of recommender systems. The idea here is to recommend a sequence of items instead of
separated ones. Recommending a complete meal is quite complicated since the system has
to consider not only the preferences of users but also other aspects, such as the meal variety,
weather and season, the healthiness of recipes, health problems, or nutrition needs. Thus,
approaches to generate bundle recommendations in the healthy food domain have remained
an open issue.

6.6 Group decision making
For some scenarios (i.e., diet recommendation), recommended items could involve groups
of users rather than individual users (e.g., recommend a menu for a Christmas party). The
current literature shows a limited number of studies on food recommender systems for
groups. Therefore, it is still an open topic that needs to be analyzed in future research.
Group recommender systems usually attach the requirements/preferences of different users
into group recommendation. This is the crucial idea discussed in many related studies
(Berkovsky and Freyne 2010; Felfernig et al. 2018; O’Connor et al. 2001). Recommending a joint meal for a group of users is a complicated task since different goals and dietary
constraints of group members should be taken into account. While we have a solution for
merging the constraints (Atas et al. 2019), a solution for merging goals is still an open
issue. Besides, recommendations generated for groups should assure fairness among group
members, which means negotiation and argumentation mechanisms have to be developed
to support group members in expressing acceptable trade-offs (Felfernig et al. 2014). For
instance, in a meal plan for a week, users’ preferences ignored in previous meals should
have a stronger influence on the upcoming meals. On the other hand, although different
aggregation approaches have been applied to generate group recommendations, they do not
ensure that recommended items reflect a high agreement level among group members (Castro et al. 2015). In this context, a consensus making process is needed to bring individual
preferences closer to each other before delivering group recommendations. Further issues
need to be considered to accelerate such a process. One promising solution is to enrich user
interfaces that allow group members to share their preferences (Nguyen and Ricci 2017).
Besides, psychological aspects (e.g., personality and emotions) beyond group members’
preferences are also crucial to be taken into account in group decision making. This draws
an open topic regarding the influence of group members’ personality and emotions on group
recommendation strategies (Quijano-Sanchez et al. 2013).

7 Conclusion
Health recommender systems have emerged as tools to support patients and healthcare professionals to make better health-related decisions. In this article, we have given insights into
recommendation scenarios offered by these systems, such as food recommendation, drug
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recommendation, health status prediction, physical activity recommendation, and healthcare professional recommendation. For each recommendation scenario, various algorithms
have been employed, which are based on recommendation techniques (e.g., CF, CB, KB,
HyR, and context-based recommendations) or machine learning techniques (e.g., classification, clustering, decision tree, natural language processing, logic programming, ontologies,
and semantic technologies). Although the proposed HRS bring many benefits in terms of
health-related improvements, there still exist a number of challenges that need to be tackled
for the better development of these systems in the future.
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